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314 001

314 002

314 003
Create your own climate.

314 004

314 011

314 013

Sattler embodies the spirit of the landscape, the ambience of impressions, lifestyle and
architecture and, together with the best loved colours of each area, this spirit ﬁnds its
own place in Sattler fabrics.
These synergies are the source of our wide variety of patterns.
Dr. Leonhard Oberascher (colour and
design psychologist) has worked out this
concept in cooperation with Sattler.
• Light, climate, landscape and culture, mold man
and society

314 008

314 038

314 154

In the course of history man has adopted his way
of life and his architecture to the respective climatic
and scenic conditions of his living space. Out of it a
dazzling array of regional features and cultures have
blossomed.
• region-specific worlds of colours / cultures of
colours

314 362

314 763

314 851

The choice of colours for buildings has long been restricted by the local availability of building materials.
Beyond that, the very same colours may have different effects, depending on the region. For example,
in the south a deep shade of blue shines much more
vigorously than in the north of Europe. Due to the

greater angle of the sun’s rays in northern regions,
the sunlight contains a smaller share of blue colour.
Besides these natural conditions, we are inﬂuenced
by cultural factors such as religion, politics, economy, technology and traditionalism vs. modernism.
• The new Sattler collection
Nowadays we still can ﬁnd a great many different
worlds of colours in different regions - in spite of an
increasing globalization process.
When creating the brand-new Sattler collection for
2008 we considered both, current trends and also
assigned the patterns to respective regions. To illustrate our work, we have picked the characteristic dominant colours out of each regional world of colours
and reuniﬁed them to a region-speciﬁc, exquisitely
colourful moment of harmony.

Dr. L. Oberascher

314 941
Atmospheric picture

Abstraction

Primary colours

www.sattler-ag.com
320 452

living with the sun

Colours shown here may differ due to printing technology. Colours shown here do not exactly match original colours of the actual fabrics.

30A 554

315 024

320 056

320 754

320 758

320 845

320 064

320 077

320 081

320 B21

364 529

364 533

320 083

320 104

320 118

364 541

364 652

320 129

320 253

320 309

320 342

320 381

320 409

SATTLER guarantee

cooling effect and energy-saving

SATTLER quality seal

TEXgard finishing, water and dirt repellant

UV-protection

base

DIN 60 001

PAC

total weight (g/m²)

DIN EN ISO 12127

290

tensile strength
(daN/5 cm)

DIN EN ISO
13934-1

145/100

tear resistance (daN)

DIN EN ISO 13937-2

3,5 / 3,0

water column

EN 20 811

370 mm

water repellency (spray
test)

EN 24 920

Note: 100

oil repellency

AATCC 118

Note: 5

colour fastness

DIN EN ISO 105-B02

min. 7

width

320 416

320 678

320 692

branded acrylic

Eco-Tex Standard 100

120 cm

Technical data shown here are average values of the current production.

